
TIPS FOR WRITING A DND CAMPAIGN

With this in mind, choose a genre of gameplay to center your adventure around. The Player's Handbook says that D&D
has three major pillars.

I then ask them what they're looking for, why they're looking for it, how they know each other, who else might
be interested in this, who sent you, etc. Taking on this kind of project your want to do is gonna suck in the best
way. Dangling hooks in front of your players isn't guaranteed to work because they may or may not take the
hook, and may not even realize that a hook is being offered. They can get leads related to your main plot or a
subplot, or they may get tricked, or whatever. Use a Framework for your Adventure eg. What do I get out of
Homebrew? They realize they need to save the NPC to get the reward, and bullying villagers gets boring at
some point. At the very least, they feel justified. Now you have the basis for the environment and some
conflict seeds sown. After that - bam - first One-shot. Rollback Post to Revision. How can you loop that into
the campaign? If you have a story idea for your players, better to level with your players about it. It can be as
elaborate as a rescue pursued across the countryside, or low key like dropping clues about a recurring nemesis.
Don't bother with hooks. Similarities are shared, but not necessarily outcomes. After this one-shot, which can
last two sessions or so, the group now knows each other both in character and OOC. Your major secret plot in
this case is that a noble house from Kingdom A, disgraced and exiled to one of the island nations years ago,
has wormed its way into a position of power in Kingdom B and is fomenting war between the two. How did
you get through that dungeon? If they want to follow breadcrumbs to greatness, they're employed by one of
these powers and sent on quests. The reason for them solving the conflict needs to be pressing. If they choose
it, you may have another hook. Think of the twists, what the heroes find out and when. Maybe their patron
was the exiled noble house and they find evidence that they've been manipulated into stirring up conflict. You
can write the middle points of campaigns. Believe it or not, your players will do most of the work for you.
Forgotten Realms Your Players might already be familiar with the setting Conflict: Large scale conflicts.


